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ABSTRACT

First-principles molecular-dynamics simulations are used to predict the structures
and binding energies of interstitial nitrogen (Ni), substitutional nitrogen (Ng), the Njself-interstitial complex, the {Ni,Ni}, {Ni,Ns} = {N2,V}, and {Ng, N J = {N2,V2}
pairs (V is the vacancy). The interactions of N with H in Si are studied and the
properties of several {N, H} complexes predicted. The dynamical matrices yield many
new local and pseudo-locfil vibrational modes associated with the impurities and
their Si nearest-neighbors. The unidentified (N, H}-related infra-red absorption line
reported by Pajot et al. is assigned to the {Ng, H} complex.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Problem

Defects often play major roles in semiconductors. Nearly all optical, mechanical,
and electrical properties are controlled or affected by defects.' Often defects are introduced into the semiconductor to engineer specific optical, mechanical, or electrical
properties. Other impurities within the semiconductor can render the device inoperable. Therefore, it is vital to understand the chemistry and physics of defects in
order to engineer a device to match specifications or leaxn how to avoid or eliminate
those defects that make the device inoperable. ^
Today, devices are being made smaller and smaller, and hence operate at faster
and faster speeds. Therefore, the level of detail at which defects must be understood
in ever-increasing. In order to increase our level of understanding, a multitude of tools
are available. These tools are placed into two classes; experiment and theory. Some
of the experimental tools currently being utilized include vibrational spectroscopy,
capacitance measurements, and photoluminescence. It is the vibrational spectroscopy
studies that axe the most important to the current study. The theoretical tool that
is utilized in this work is linear response (LR) theory in combination with densityfunctional theory (DFT).
1.2

Nitrogen in Si

Nitrogen impurities, first detected in 1959, ^ play many useful roles in Si. Despite
its low equilibrium solubility,* N increases the mechanical strength of the crystal
by locking dislocations, ^"'^ suppresses the formation of D-defects and improves oxide
integrity, ^'^ interacts with 0 * ' ' ° ' " and affects O precipitation.'^''^ Nitrogen is also
involved in the ' A B C photoluminescence band'*"'" caused by a trigonal isoelectronic
defect involving N and possibly Al as well.

Substitutional nitrogen (Ng) was identified by electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) as the SL5 center. ^"^'^^ Isolated Ng is off-center along the trigonal axis, threefold coordinated, and over 70% of the odd electron resides on its fourth Si nearest neighbor. This center reorients at low temperature with an activation energy
of 0.107±0.02eV'^ and averages out to tetrahedral symmetry above 150K. '^ The observed off-center structure of Ng was unexpected at the time and stimulated a number
of theoretical studies. ^°"^"
However, channeling studies^^'^^ imply that over 95% of N is at interstitial rather
than substitutional sites. Electrical and Hall effect measurements^^ show that less
than 1% of the implanted N behaves like a donor. Using Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) absorption. Stein^''"^^ demonstrated that most of the implanted N in
Si forms {N,N} pairs and only 1% or so becomes substitutional. The ('*N) pairs
are characterized by two strong IR lines at 766 and 963cm"' (749 and 937 for '^N,
respectively, with new lines at 759 and 948 with mixed isotopes). The two N atoms
in the pair are equivalent. ^^ A weaker IR line^^ at 653cm"' correlates with the SL5
EPR center and is attributed to Ng.
Studies in Ge^* reveal the same centers as in Si, but for a new line at 590cm"'
in Ge. It appears to be related to a weak 691cm ' line in Si. No identification of
the associated defect was proposed. The 691cm"' line anneals out just as the N
pair lines start to grow,^^ suggesting that it could be associated^" with interstitial
nitrogen (Ni). This interstitial is predicted to be highly mobile,^'^ migrating from one
split-(100) configuration to another through a puckered bond-centered site, with an
activation energy of 0.5eV
The dominant nitrogen defect in Si was identified ^^ as the interstitial-interstitial
pair {Ni, Ni}, a square with the two N's (and two Si's) at opposite corners. This configuration (which agrees with ours) is discussed below. Recent calculations^^ suggest
that this pair diffuses with an activation energy of the order of 3eV.
Nitrogen also interacts with the vacancy (V).^^*' Nitrogen-V interactions such as
N^ + V ^ {Ng,V}, {Ni,Ni} + V - > {Ni,Ng} (also called {N2,V}),or {Ni,Ni} + V2 ->

{Ng,Ng} (also called {N2,V2}) have been considered by several authors.*^''^. The
{Ng, Ng} complex is found to be particularly stable. In Kageshima et al. *^, the binding
energies relative to {Ni, Nj} and an isolated V or V2 are 0.8eV for {Ni, Ng} and 3.6eV
for {Ns,Ng}. The recent theoretical study of Goss et al.*^ discusses Nj, the {Ni,Ni}
pair and its interaction with a self-interstitial or a vacancy, Ng, the {Ng, V} complex,
the {Ng, Ng} pair and its interactions with a vacancy.
H interacts with many defects and impurities in Si*"'*^ and is sometimes introduced into the crystal from a H-rich SiNx surface layer. ^^'^^ A number of FTIR lines
associated with {N, H} complexes in the bulk of Si have been reported.^'' Several of
the 21 lines tabulated are associated with known defects, others are not identified,
but a weak line at 2967cm"' (2197 with D substitution) is tentatively assigned to a
{N, H} complex.
1.3

Current Contributions

We calculate the structures and energetics of isolated N and N pairs in Si. All
the local and pseudo-local vibrational modes (see Section 2.4) associated with the
impurities and their Si nearest-neighbors (NNs) are calculated and a number of new
modes predicted. We also calculate the configurations, binding energies and complete
vibrational spectra of the {Ni,H} and {Ng, H} pairs, and show that the {Ni,Ni,H}
complex is unlikely to form.

Chapter II describes the methodology. Chapter III

deals with isolated N defects (Ni, Ni -I- V = Ng, and Ni -|- I = {Ni, 1} where / is
the self-interstitial). Chapter IV deals with nitrogen pairs ({Ni, Ni}, {Ni, Ni} -I- V =
{Ni,Ns}, and {Ni,Ns} -I- V = {Ng, Ng}), and Chapter V contains our predictions for
the {Ni,H} and {Ns,H} complexes. The key results, the formation energies, and
a discussion are in Chapter VI. The Appendix contains tables of frequencies with
isotopic substitutions (combinations of '^N and/or D) for {N, N} pairs and {N, H}
complexes.

CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY

2.1

General Comments

The first problem is to determine the structure of the defect. This is accomplished
b\- systematically optimizing the geometry of all a priori structures using the SIESTA
package. The structures and their energies are determined at T = OK. The energies of
each structure are compared in order to determine the most stable one. If more than
one structure has nearly the same energy, then a dynamic run (T > 0) is performed,
in order to eliminate the metastable structure(s).
For a dynamic run, the time-scale used depends upon the mass of the atoms
involved, or more specifically, on the fastest vibrational mode in the system. A
dynamic run requires 30 to 50 time steps per complete oscillation. Take the case of
the N-H bond for example, with a vibrational frequency of 3065cm"', gives a period
of 11 femtoseconds, upon dividing by 50, we obtain a time-step of 0.2 femtoseconds.
Therefore, a defect that includes hydrogen, the time-step is set to 0.2 femtoseconds.
For runs that exclude hydrogen, a time-scale of 2.0 femtoseconds is used. Most of
these dynamic runs are on the order of 1000 time-steps, or about two picoseconds of
real time. Of course, this means that in order for us to observe a particular process,
it must occur on the timescale of a couple of picoseconds. However, if a process is
observed during our runs, we can be fairly confident that it occurs in real life.
2.2

Density Functional Theory

If we could exactly solve the Schrodinger equation
H<i> = E *

(2.1)

for the ground state of a system, then we would know all of its ground state properties.
However, this is an insurmountable challenge for any system of reasonable size because
the wavefimction * is a function of the coordinates of all the nuclei and all the

electrons, and also, in general, the spin of all tlic electrons. Therefore, approximation
methods have been developed. We use density-functional theory (DFT) to calculate
the ground state electronic energy of a Born Oppenheimer system; a system in which
it is assumed that the much lighter electrons are moving in average field of the much
heavier, and stationary, nuckn.
For an assembly of N-electrons, the ground state wavefunction is normalized and
used to obtain the electronic density, n(r) by
n(ri) = N I * * ( r i , . . . , r N ) * ( r i , . . . , Tf^)dh2 ... d^r^

(2.2)

where N is the number of electrons in the system and ri is the density at the position
of electron 1. Now, it appears as though we have picked out a single electron, 1.
However, the indistinguishability of electrons ensures that we will obtain the same
density regardless of which electron we choose.
From this point forward, we no longer concern ourselves with solving the N electron wavefunction. Instead we focus on solving the N-electron problem in terms
of ra(r).
Thomas^' and Fermi^^ independently recognized that the ground state energy of
an inhomogeneous electron gas could be written in terms of the ground state density,
no(r). Forty years later, Hohenberg and Kohn^^ proved that, for a non-degenerate
ground state, the energy of an N-electron system was a unique functional, E[n], of
the electronic density, n(r). This completed the Thomas-Fermi theory and opened
the door for the development and implementation of DFT.
Kohn and Sham^* used the fact that the ground state energy is a unique functional
of the electronic density to separate the energy into a single-paxticle kinetic energy
Ts, a Hartree potential and an exchange and correlation energy Exc[n]. The last term
incorporates correlation kinetic energy. Using the variational principle, we obtain the
following Euler equation
6[E -fiN]

= 0

(2.3)

which is written for a constant chemical potential, //. It follows from the ThomasFermi and Thomas-Fermi Dirac theories that

Kohn and Sham^* showed that this is equivalent to solving a set of single-particle
Schrodinger equations
( - - V ^ + V,}f[n- r]) </)i = u4>i.

(2.5)

Here, the effective potential is given by
Veff{T)

= VHartreeir)

+ F^c [u] v\ = VHartree{r) + ^ - ^

(2.6)

()ra(r)
and
N

"(r)-El-Ad'

(2.7)

8=1

This sum runs over the occupied eigenstates. These 0's are not electronic wavefunctions, instead they are wavefunctions of non-interacting particles.
The power of this procedure is that no approximations are needed for solving a
one-particle Schrodinger equation. However, in order to obtain the energy from the
above method, we must approximate the exchange and correlation term. The total
energy is given by^*
E = Y . ' i - \ j j ^^^^d'^d^'
i=1

I

- I y.e [n; r] n{r)d'r + E.. [n].

(2.8)

I

If we knew the exact exchange and correlation potential, the resulting ground
state density and energy would be exact. However, even though an exact form of the
exchange potential is known, the correlation term is not.
The simplest approximation to the exchange and correlation energy is the local
density approximation (LDA). Here, the non-uniform system is treated as a set of
small boxes containing a uniform interacting gas. The total exchange and correlation
energy is the sum of the contribution due to each box,
EL'''' [n(r)] = / 6,, [n(r)] n(r)dV,

(2.9)

where t^c is the excliange and correlation energy per electron of a uniform electron
gas of density n. The corresponding correlation and exchange potential is given by

^•"•"''^'•H^)
V

+^-Kr)].

(2.10)

/ n=n(r)

For a homogeneous system, LDA is exact, by definition, and is arbitrarily accurate
for a system of sufficiently slowly varying density.
2.3

Linear Response Theory

Beyond calculating ground state energies and performing molecular dynamic simulations, we also calculate the vibrational modes for the lowest energy configurations.
This is done using a code implemented into

SIESTA

by Pruneda. ^^ This code uses

Linear Response (LR) theory ^"'^^ to calculate all ZN normal modes of the supercell,
where A^ is the number of atoms. All of the eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies are
obtained by diagonalizing the dynamical matrix. The dynamical matrix is derived
from the force constant matrix without physically moving any atoms.
Most other calculations of this type involve physically displacing an atom and
then recalculating energies. This involves displacing atoms by various small amounts,
recalculating the energy, then mapping the potential energy to a polynomial.
Within the current work, the combination of LR theory and DFT enables us
to obtain the dynamical matrix analytically from gradients of the density relative
to atomic displacement. This can be achieved by solving a first-order perturbation
expansion of the Schrodinger equation, ^^
{5H)^o,i + HoSrPi = {Sa) iJo,i + ^oMi,

(2.11)

where V'o.i are the ground state electronic wave functions and the first-order perturbation of ipi is Sipi when an atom (say atom a) is displaced an amount, Sa'tpi- An
expansion of the wave functions in terms of the atomic orbitals 0^ centered about
atom R^ yields

Now we can write the derivatives of the wave functions directly in terms of the
derivatives of the atomic orbitals:
A.V',:(r) = J2 [((^cc,^) ^f^ (r - R^) + r.^cU^ (r ^ R^)].

(2.13)

The coefficients, (^„<-,^, are obtained by substituting (2.13) and (2.12) into (2.11). This
allows the computation of da^/j, and we write the change in the electronic density as,
occ

a„p(r) = Y: [(c?a'0r) A + ridM

•

(2.14)

The dynamical matrix can now be calculated by an explicit derivation of the forces
on all the atoms /3 of the system due to an infinitesimal displacement of one of the
atoms ^^:

Al is the mass of the atom, D is the dynamical matrix and F is the force.

2.4

Local Vibrational Modes

Most normal modes of a supercell containing a defect involve motion of all the
host atoms. A normal mode of the supercell that has a majority of the motion of
the mode associated vdth only a few atoms around the defect is called localized. For
defects that are lighter than the host atoms, some frequencies (typically these are
stretch and wag modes) lie above the F-phonon of the host crystal. They are called
local vibrational modes (LVMs). The F-phonon is the highest-frequency vibrational
mode associated with the perfect, or defect free, crystal. Some modes are localized
despite being buried within the phonon continuum, below the F-phonon. These are
pseudo-LVMs, or pLVMs. An example of a pLVM is the stretch mode of a defect
that is heavier than the host atoms, i.e., copper in silicon. Finally, a mode whose
motion is localized on the nearest-neighbors of the defect and has a frequency near
the F-phonon is called a resonant mode. The "breathing" mode of the three silicon
nearest-neighbors to substitutional nitrogen is a resonant mode (see Section 3.2,
p. 13).

In order to identify LVMs and pLVMs, it is necessary to quantify the localization
of the mode. We can calculate the relative motion of a defect atom with respect to
the motion of the rest of the supcncell, on a mode by mode basis. Since we have
all the eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix from our LR calculation, we define the
" degi'ee of localization" as
E V2
degree of localization = —-—|.

(2-16)

The sum over j represents the atoms of the defect, while the sum over i represents
all of the atoms of the supercell. V^ represents the maximum displacement of the i*^
atom in the supercell.
Figure 3.2 (see p. 12) shows a typical graph of the degree of localization. For a
value of 1, the maximum value, the degree of localization shows that all of the motion
of that particular mode is localized on the atom(s) of the defect. Most LVMs have
most, if not all, of their motion localized on the defect atoms(s). However, for pLVMs,
since they lie within the phonon continuum of states, a highly localized mode might
only have a degree of localization of 0.4.

2.5

SIESTA

Our first-principles results are obtained from self-consistent molecular-dynamics
(MD) simulations based on local density-functional (DF) theory. The calculations
are performed with the SIESTA code. ^^'"° The exchange-correlation potential is that
of Ceperley-Alder"' as parameterized by Perdew Zunger."^ Norm-conserving pseudopotentials in the Kleinman-Bylander form"^ are used to remove the core regions
from the calculations. The basis sets for the valence states are linear combinations of
(numerical) atomic orbitals of the Sankey type"^-"^ but generalized to be arbitrarily
complete with the inclusion of multiple-zeta orbitals and polarization functions. ^^
The charge density is projected on a real^pace grid with equivalent cutoffs of 150Ry
to calculate the exchange-correlation and Hartree potentials. The host crystal is
represented by a 64-host atom periodic supercell.

The valence states are described with double-zeta (DZ) basis sets for N and H and
doubl(^zeta plus polarization (DZP) for Si (two sets of valence s and p plus one set
of d's). The cutoff radius for Si is just over 3A meaning that Si atoms farther than
6A do not overlap. In the perfect cell, a Si atom overlaps with 46 other Si atoms on 5
adjacent shells. The cutoff radii for N and H are over 2A. A 2 x 2 x 2 Monkhorst-Pack
"" mesh is used for the A; -point sampling. The dynamical matrices are calculated with
k = 0 using linear response theory. ^^

2.6

Test Cases

We examined a number of small molecules containing N, Si, and/or H to test the
basis sets and pseudopotentials. In these tests, the same cutoff radius was used as
for the defect calculations. We find that a DZ basis is sufficient for H and N. A DZP
basis is needed for Si unless it is close to a sp^ (trigonal planar) or sp^ (tetrahedral)
hybridization. Our tests include the N2 molecule, ammonia (NH3), silane (SiH4), and
silylamine (H3SiNH2). The calculated (measured) quantities are as follows. For N2,
the N-N bond length is 1.124A (1.0975"^) and the N-N stretch is 2392cm"' (2358"^).
For NH3, the N-H bond length is l.OllA (1.008"^) and the symmetric N-H stretch
is 3461cm"' (3337"*). For SiH4, the Si-H bond length is 1.494A (1.474"^), the triply
degenerate anti-symmetric Si-H stretch is 2252cm"' (2191"*), and the symmetric
Si-H stretch is 2180cm-' (2187"*). Finally, in the case of H3SiNH2, we found no
experimental structural details, but the calculated (measured™) modes are: antisymmetric N-H stretch: 3592cm"' (3547) symmetric N-H stretch 3479cm"' (3445),
and symmetric Si-H stretch: 2181cm"' (2172). For the symmetric Si-N stretch,
we find a mode at 967cm"' which does not match its experimental identification of
845cm"'. The mode we find at 836cm"' is a Si-H2 bend mode.
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CHAPTER III
ISOLATED NITROGEN

3.1

Interstitial Nitrogen: Nj

The stable configuration of Ni was obtained by testing the tetrahedral and hexagonal interstitial sites, the (relaxed and puckered) bond-centered (BC) site (NBC), as
well as the spht-(lOO) and split-(llO) configurations. The initial structures were all
subjected to conjugate gradient optimizations until the maximum force component
was less than 0.01 eV/A.
The most stable energy structure (Ni, Fig. 3.1) is very close to a split-(lOO).
Nitrogen binds to three Si atoms with almost identical N-Si bond lengths: 1.77, 1.78,
and 1.79A, respectively. The small differences could be due to cell size effects. These
bond lengths are just shorter than the sum of the covalent radii of N and Si (1.86A).
The bond between N and the displaced Si atom makes a 15° angle toward (110) (13°
has been reported by Goss et al.'^^). The three N-Si bond angles are 98, 125, and
137°, respectively. The symmetry is Cih-

Figure 3.1. Fraction of the Si64 cell showing the Ni defect. The blue spheres are
Si atoms, the green sphere is N, and the small white ball shows the
substitutional site.
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Of the other structures we tested, only NBC iw a local minimum of the energy,
0.48eV higher than the configuration described above. This agrees well with the
O.SeV^ and O.leV^^ reported by other authors. Modeling studies ^'''''^ have suggested
that N, is a fast diffnser. Since the BC site is along the expected diffusion path^'^
of Ni, the small energy difference we find between the two structures supports this
conclusion.
The dynamical matrix yields the LVMs and pLVMs associated with Ni. The
square of the relative amplitude (A^^,) of the oscillation of the N atom is plotted as
a function of the frequency in Fig. 3.2 (left). These amplitudes are normalized (see
Section 2.4, p. 8). Hence, in such a plot, a value close to 1.0 means that only the
N atom oscillates while all the Si atoms are mostly immobile. A value close to zero
means that N remains still while other atoms in the cell oscillate. The square of the
amplitude of the oscillation of the three Si NNs to N is plotted in Fig. 3.2 (right).

Figure 3.2. Square amplitude of the oscillation of Ni (left) and of its three Si NNs
(right) as a function of frequency (see text). The dashed line shows the
calculated F phonon.
Four modes are associated with the Ni defect. Three of them involve substantial
oscillations of N, and the fourth involves the oscillation of its three Si NNs. The
highest-lying mode, 873cm"', is the symmetric N-Si stretch. The second-highest
mode, 725cm"', is the anti-symmetric N-Si stretch. The N-Si wag is buried in the
phonon band at 257cm"', but still shows a substantial degree of localization. The
12

fourth localized mode, a breathing mode of the three Si NNs to Ni at 533cm"', is
nearly resonant with the F phonon. Due to the low symmetry of this defect, Cih, all
of these modes are infrared (IR) active.
No experimental frequencies have been positively assigned to Nj. However, an IR
line at 691cm"' has been tentatively assigned^'^'* to it. If this assignment is correct,
the 691cm"' line corresponds to our 725cm"' line. Table 3.1 compares our frequencies
to those calculated in Ref. 45.
Table 3.1. Vibrational frequencies (cm"') associated with '*Ni ('^Ni) in Si. The
mode at 533cm"' does not involve the motion of the N atom, (a) is Ref.
45^
Cih
this work
Goss et al. (a)

873 (850)
725 (707)
533 (533)
257 (252)

~4^
A'
A"
A"

3.2

885 (862)
773 (754)
550 (550)

Substitutional Nitrogen: Ng

The reaction of Ni with a pre-existing vacancy leads to the formation of Ng at a
gain of 3.55eV. This is less than the formation energy of the vacancy, ~4eV^'. Thus,
Ni should not spontaneously displace a host atom to become Ng. The equilibrium
configuration of Ng is shown in Fig. 3.3.
It is known from EPR data''''''* and numerous calculations^^^^'^*''''^ that Ng has
Czv symmetry, and our calculations confirm this. N is displaced from the perfect
substitutional site by 0.73A along the trigonal axis. The three equivalent N-Si bonds
are 1.85A and the sum of the three Si-N-Si bond angles is almost exactly 360°. This
is a perfect trigonal planar structure, with N sjp' hybridized. Its 4**^ and S*'' valence
electrons are in the 2p^ orbital, which points toward the fourth Si NN to the vacancy.
This Si atom has a single electron in a dangling bond and we find it to be a trap for
H (see Section 5.2, p. 22).
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Figure 3.3. Fraction of the Si64 cell showing the Ng defect. The blue spheres are
Si atoms, the green sphere is N, and the small white ball shows the
substitutional site.
The dynamical matrix shows two local modes associated with the motion of the
N atom: a doubly degenerate E mode (N-Si stretch) at 664cm"' and an Ai mode at
222cm"'. The latter has N moving along the (111) axis perpendicular to the plane
defined by the N atom and its three Si NNs. The frequencies are compared to other
predictions and experiment in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2. Vibrational frequencies (cm ') associated with '^Ni ('^Ni) in Si. (a) is
Ref. 45 and (b)is Ref. 4.
C3V
this work
Goss et al (a)
experiment (b)
E

664 (647)
222 (220)

Al

3.3

637 (621)

653 (642)

Interstitial Nitrogen—Self-Interstitial Pair: {Ni, 1}

If Ni encounters a pre-existing Si self-interstitial (I) it binds to it and the reaction
Ni -I-1 -^ {Ni,I} releases 1.73eV. This complex (Fig. 3.4) has Ci symmetry. Several
host atoms are displaced from their perfect substitutional sites. N, I, and two Si
NN's form an almost perfectly planar arrangement. In this quadrangle, the N-Si
bond lengths are 1.6 and 1.79A, respectively, and the I-Si bond lengths are 2.38 and
14

Figure 3.4. Fraction of the Si64 cell showing the {Ni,I} complex. The blue spheres
are Si atoms, the green sphere is N, and the small white balls show the
substitutional sites.
2.36A, respectively. The bond angle between the N and its two Si NN's is 103°, the
bond angle between I and the same two Si NN's is 72°, and the two I-Si-N bond
angles are 93° each.
We identify seven vibrational modes with the {Ni, 1} complex. Three of them
are associated with large oscillations of the N atom: 886cm"' (863 for '^N) is the
symmetric Si-N stretch, 765cm"' (746 for '^N) is the anti-symmetric Si-N stretch,
and 255cm"' (251 for '^N) has N moving in the (110) direction, perpendicular to the
plane defined by the N and its three NN's. The other modes involve large oscillations
of I and its NNs: 542cm"' (540 for '^N) is the breathing mode of the three Si's,
540cm"' (536 for '^N) is the symmetric stretch of I and the neighboring Si, 147cm~'
(147 for '^N) is a wag mode, and 213cm"' (213 for '^N) is the twisting mode of the
quadrangle.
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CHAPTER IV
NITROGEN PAIRS

4.1

Interstitial-Intersritial pair: {Ni,Ni}

Four a priori possible {Ni,Ni} dimers were considered, but only one was found
to be stable. The interstitial N2 molecule centered at the hexagonal interstitial site
spontaneously dissociates. The interstitial N2 molecule centered at the tetrahedral
interstitial site and the structure proposed by Stein^ (two N's at adjacent puckered
BC sites) are 4.63 and 4.24eV above the lowest-energy configuration, respectively.
The stable structure of {Ni,Ni} is the C2h configuration proposed by Jones et al.^^
(Fig. 4.1). Each of the two N atoms is bound to three Si atoms and shares two of
these. These two Si and the two N atoms form a square in the (110) plane. The N
atoms are separated by 2.47A. A population analysis shows that there is no covalent
overlap between them.

Figure 4.1. Fraction of the Si64 cell showing the {Ni, Ni} complex. The blue spheres
are Si atoms, the green spheres are N atoms, and the small white balls
show the substitutional sites.
Twelve modes are associated with {Ni, Ni}. The degrees of localization axe shown
in Fig. 4.2: both N atoms (left) and their two common Si NNs (right). The frequencies
are compared to other predictions'*^ and experiment^* in Table 4.1. Note that the
16

pairs of modes at 531cm"' and at 263cm"' have distinct symmetries. Note also that
the mode at 252cm-' exhibits an exceptionally strong localization. It corresponds to
the two N atoms oscillating in opposite directions perpendicular to the plane of the
square discussed above.
SU:{N,.N,}

SU:{N,.N,)
BM

252

TOS
730

•D

I

i

jiii.4i.llULjii.

.1

iMvo]oo4ao9Mwa7aoiooMc

looo noo

LiLluJiL,

A.L]
ia«o noo

looiooKo^iosaouoraouoeiio

Figvure 4.2. Square amphtude of the oscillation of both N atoms in the {Ni, Ni} complex (left) and both common Si NN's to the two N's (right), as a function
of frequency. The dashed line shows the calculated F phonon.

Table 4.1. Vibrational frequencies (cm"') associated with the {'^Ni,'*Ni} complex
in Si. (a) is Ref. 45 and (b) is Ref. 28. The isotope substitutions are
given in the Appendix.
Goss et al. (a)
experiment (b)
Q2/1
this work
^
By,
By
^9
^9
•/^u

By

Bs
^u
^9
•Ay

Ba

1070.0
967.8
772.9
743.1

1036

934
730
705
600
550
531
531
308
263
263
252
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962.1
765.6

4.2

Interstitial-Substitutional pair: {Ni,Ng}

The interactions of {Ni,Ni} with a pre existing V or of Ni with Ng lead to the
formation of the {Ni,Ng} = {N2, V} pair. The former reaction releases 1.42eV and
the latter 1.39eV.
We platx^d a N2 molecule at a vacancy site and performed a conjugate gradient
optimization. The N-N bond lengthens from I.IOA (triple bond) to 1.46A (single
bond), as each N binds to two dangling bonds of the vacancy. The two N's align
along the (100) axis (Fig. 4.3). The four N-Si bond lengths are 1.82A, the two Si-NSi bond angles are 132°, and the four Si-N-N bond angles are 114°. The symmetry
is D2d.

Three LVMs and one pLVM associated with the oscillations of the two N atoms
are hsted in Table 4.2, one LVM and one pLVM due to the Si NN's are also listed in
Table 4.2. The mode at 875cm"' is the symmetric stretch of the two Nj's. The degenerate 773cm"' mode is the anti-symmetric stretch of Si-N. The mode at 577cm"'
is due to both Ni's moving in the same direction along the principal axis of the defect
(a C2 axis of the crystal). All four of the Si NN's moving symmetrically away from
the substitutional site gives rise to the mode at 461cm"'. Finally, the degenerate
312cm"' is the N-Si wag mode.
Table 4.2. Vibrational frequencies (cm"') associated with the {'^Ni,''*Ng} complex
in Si. (a) is Ref. 45. The isotope substitutions are given in the Appendix.
D2d
this work
Goss et a/, (a)
Al
E
B2
Al
E

875
773
577
461
312

4.3

1004
774
573

Substitutional-Substitutional pair: {Ng,Ns}

If V is a pre-existing vacancy, the reaction {Ni, Ng} + Y -* {Ng, Ng} = {N2, V2}
releases 4.06eV (as compared to 4.07eV in Ref. 43 and 3.7eV in Ref. 45). The {Ng, Ng}
18

Figure 4.3. Pi-action of the Si64 cell showing the {N;, Ng} defect. The blue spheres
are Si atoms, the green spheres are N atoms, and the small white ball
shows the perfect substitutional site.
complex (Fig. 4.4) resembles two adjacent Ng structures with zero overlap between
the two N atoms. We find the N-N internuclear distance to be 3.68A, somewhat
longer than other authors. 2^.43,45 ^^j^ ^ -g alj^og^ perfectly sp^ hybridized and has
a filled 2p^ orbital pointing toward the center of the divacancy. These orbitals repel
each other. The symmetry is Dad- Each of the six N-Si bond lengths is 1.84A. All
six of the Si-N-Si bond angles are 119°.
Two LVMs and two pLVMs are listed in Table4.3. The degenerate 670cm"' mode
is the symmetric N-Si stretch and the degenerate 663cm"' mode is the anti-symmetric
stretch. The lines at 320 and 284cm"' have the two N's moving perpendicular to the
plane formed by N and its three Si NN's (similar to the 222cm"' mode of Ng): the N's
are moving away from one another (320cm"') or in the same direction (284cm"').
Table 4.3. Vibrational frequencies (cm ') associated with the {Ns,Ns} complex in
Si. (a) is Ref. 45. The isotope substitutions are given in the Appendix.
Goss et al. (a)
this work
Ey
E9
Alg
A2u

670
663
320
284

669
667
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Figure 4.4. Fraction of the Si64 cell showing the {Ng, Ng} defect. The blue spheres
are Si atoms, the green spheres are N atoms, and the small white balls
show the perfect substitutional sites.
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CHAPTER V
NITROGEN-HYDROGEN COMPLEXES

The interactions between H and N|, Ng and the {Ni,Ni} pair have been studied.
The {Ni, Ni} pair is very stable and the N atoms are three-fold coordinated with short
N-Si bond lengths. This structure is unlikely to trap H without generating additional
strain. We find that the most stable {N|, Ni, H} complex has a binding energy of only
0.38eV relative to isolated {Ni,Ni} and HRC- We will therefore focus on the {Ni,H}
and {Ng, H} complexes only.

5.1

Interstitial Nitrogen-Interstitial Hydrogen Complex: {Ni,H}

Ni is a strong trap for interstitial hydrogen. The reaction Ni -I- HBC —*• {Ni,H}
(where HBC is isolated bond-centered hydrogen) releases 2.07eV. We examined six
a priori possible structures for the {Ni,H} complex, starting with Ni (see Fig. 3.1):
H anti-bonding to N, H anti-bonding to Si, H bridging one of the two equivalent
N-Si bonds, H bridging the third N-Si bond, H bridging a Si-Si bond with one Si
adjacent to N, H at a tetrahedral or hexagonal interstitial site adjacent to N. The
lowest-energy structure has N at a puckered BC site, with H bound to N (Fig. 5.1).
The bond lengths are N-Si=1.73A (each) and N-H=1.05A. The Si-N-Si bond angle
is 137°. This complex has Ci symmetry.
There are four LVMs and three pLVMs associated with the {Ni, H} complex. All
the modes are IR active in Ci symmetry. The N-H stretch is at 3065cm"', the N-H
wag is at 1160cm"'. The symmetric and antisymmetric N-Si stretch modes are
at 992 and 638cm"', respectively, and the antisymmetric N-H wag is at 319cm"'
Finally, two bending N-Si modes are at 205 and 182cm"'. The isotope substitutions
are tabulated in the Appendix.
Pajot et al.^° have reported a mode associated with an unspecified {N, H} complex
at 2967cm"' (2197 in deuterated samples). This is within 2-3% of our calculated '^NH stretch mode of {Ni, H} at 3065cm"' (2245 for '^N-D, see the Appendix). On the
21

Figure 5.1. Fraction of the Si64 cell showing the lowest energy configuration of the
{Ni, H} defect. The blue spheres are Si atoms, the green sphere is N, and
the small black sphere is H.
other hand, the highest-lying LVM in the {Ng, H} complex (see below) is the Si-H
stretch at 2024cm"', much lower in frequency. Therefore, the observed line is most
likely associated with {Ni,H}.

5.2

Substitutional Nitrogen-Interstitial Hydrogen Complex: {Ng, H}

The reaction Ng -j- HBC ~^ {Ng, H} releases 1.87eV. Four structures were studied:
H bonding or anti-bonding to the Si carrying the dangling bond, H anti-bonding to
N, and HBC between the Si with the dangling bond and an adjacent Si. Only one
configuration is stable. It has H bound to the dangling Si bond (Fig. 5.2) in the
bonding configuration. The symmetry is C^v, the N-Si bond lengths are 1.85A, the
Si-H bond length is 1.53A and the separation between H and N is 1.90A.
The Si-H stretch (Ai mode) is at 2024cm"', the Si-N stretch (degenerate E mode)
at 655cm"', the Si-H wag (degenerate E mode) at 596cm"', and the Si-N wag {Ai
mode) at 317cm"'. All these modes are IR active. The isotope substitutions are
tabulated in the Appendix.
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Figure 5.2. Fraction of the Si64 cell showing {Ng, H}. The blue spheres are Si atoms,
the green sphere is N, the small black sphere is H, and the white sphere
shows the perfect substitutional site.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

First-principles DF-based MD simulations with local basis sets in 64 host-atoms
supercells are used to calculate the structures, energetics, and complete vibrational
spectra of isolated N, {N,N} pairs, and {N, H} complexes in Si. The calculated
properties of Ni, Ng, {Nj, Ni}, {N;, N J , and {Ng, Ng} agree quite well with the recent
results of Goss et al.^^ except for the ^ i mode of {Ni,Ng} which we find to be at
875cm-' but is given at 1004cm"' in Ref. 45. We also present here the first theoretical
predictions for the {N;,!} (I is the self-interstitial).
The formation energies of the various defects considered here are compared to
those obtained in Ref. 45 in Table 6.1. The most stable complex is {Ni,Ni}. We reported above the binding energies of all the complexes relative to various dissociation
products. In particular, we note that {Ni, Ni} -h V ^ {Ni, Ng} -|- 1.42eV (V is a preexisting vacancy) is a rather small binding energy as compared for example to V-V
interactions.'''^ On the other hand, the reaction {Ni,Ng} + Y ^ {Ng,Ng} + 4.06eV is
much more energetic, and the ~4eV is comparable to the vacancy formation energy.
Table 6.1.

Formation energies (eV) relative to the most stable defect, {Ni,Ni}. (a)
is Ref. 45
Defect
this work
Goss et al. (a)

{Ni,Ni}
{Ng, Ng}
{Ni, Ng}
{Ni}
{Ng}

OOO
0.86
1.09
1.76
L81

OOO
0.79
0.99
1.83
1.99

We find a number of new N-related modes, in particular several rather strongly
localized pLVMs which are calculated here for the first time. The pLVMs showing up
in almost all N-related defects are in the 220-280cm"' range and correspond to Si-N
wag modes. This is most pronormced in the case of the {Ni, Ni} pair.
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Ni and Ng are traps for hydrogen: Ni -|- HBC ^ {Ni, H} -I- 2.07eV and Ng -I- HBC ^
{Ns, H } -I- 1.87eV. These binding energies are smaller than those of H-vacancy defects.
The {Ni,H} and {Ng, H} complexes have very different vibrational properties. In
particular, {N,,H} has an N-H bond with a stretch frequency of 3065cm"', while
the highest-fi-equency mode of {Ng, H} is a Si-H stretch at 2024cm"'. We assign the
2967cm"' hue seen by Pajot et a/.^° to the {Ni, H} pair. The {Ni, Ni} complex is very
stable and therefore at best a weak trap (0.38eV) for hydrogen.
Of all the LVMs calculated here, only eight (including isotope substitutions) have
been identified experimentally: Six for {Ni,Ni}^° and two for Ng.^^ Our calculations
agree to within ~2-3% for the higher lying modes and ~ 5 % for the lower-frequency
modes. Four more modes have been observed and attributed to N defects: (a) The
'•^N mode at 691cm"' ('^N mode at 674 cm"') has been tentatively assigned to
Ni. These frequencies are close to our 725cm-' for '*Ni (707cm"' for '^Ni). The
experimental isotope shift is 17cm"', compared to our calculated shift of 18cm~ ; (b)
the 2967cm"' fine (2197 in deuterated samples) was assigned to a {N,H} complex.
It is almost certainly the N-H stretch of the {Ni, H} complex.
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APPENDIX A
N ISOTOPIC SUBSTITUTIONS

Table A.l. Vibrational frequencies (cm"') for '^N substitutions of {Nj, Ni} complex
in Si (see Table 4.1). (a) is Ref. 28.
isotopes

symmetry

'^Ni,'5Ni
C2H

^9

this work
1005
909
714
688
598
550
531
531
305
262
260
247
1022
919
725
694
599
550
531
531
307
262
262
249

By
By
^9
^9
•Ay

By

Bg
Ay
^9

A
B,
A'
A'
A'
A'
A'
A"
A'
A"
A"
A'
A"
A"

•^u

'^Ni,'^Ni
Cih

30

experiment (a)
936.3
748.3

946.9
758.5

Table A.2. Vibrational frequencies (cm"') for '^N substitutions of {Ni, Ng} complex
in Si (see Table 4.2). Note that the two nitrogen atoms are equivalent.
isotopes symmetry this work
15Ni.'^N

Al

D2d

E
B2
Al
E

'•'Ni,'5Ng

Al

Civ

Bi
Al
Al
Bi
B2

846
752
568
460
309
861
771
753
572
461
312
310

Table A.3. Vibrational frequencies (cm"') for '^N substitutions of {Ng, Ng} complex
in Si (see Table 4.3).
this work
symmetry
isotopes
652
Ey
'5Ng,'5Ng
647
Du
316
Alg
280
A2u
667
E
i4Ns,'5Ng
649
E
318
Al
282
A2
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APPENDIX B
N AND H ISOTOPIC SUBSTITUTIONS

Table B.l. Vibrational frequencies (cm ' ) for '^N and D substiturions of {Ni,H}
complex in Si (see text). The symmetry is Cj.
isotope
this work
'^Ni.H
"'Ni,D
'^Ni,H
'^Ni.D

3065
2245
3058
2236

1160
1014
1157
1157

992
818
968
968

638
631
631
631

319
316
316
316

Table B.2. Vibrational frequencies (cm ') for '^N and D
complex in Si (see text). The symmetry is Cav
Al
Isotope
E
^'Ng,H
2024
655
^^Ng,D
1436
648
1992
632
^'Ng,H
632
^^Ng,D
1436
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205
205
204
204

182
182
180
180

substitutions of {Ng,H}
Al

596
515
570
515

317
315
312
311
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